Swing Gates

Razor Barb
Razorbarb is a very effective means of
achieving added security. It comes in three
diameters, 450mm, 710mm, & 965mm
depending on the level of security required.

Barbed Wire

Barbed Wire can be sup
supplied on
reels holding
200m. It is produced to BS4102 and is heavily
galvanised to BS443.

AVSB Expamet
Ridgeway supply all
components
to make up this system. When fitted, it provides
an effective scaling barrier, while still maintaining
aesthetic appeal.

Strong and versatile improved design. Single and
double leaf manually operated. Designed to minimise the number of components for fence assembly. All gates are supplied complete with instructions for assembly and erection.

Robusta Gates
Robusta sliding gates link operational safety to high durability and security and are very easily installed. The total roll system is integrated in the
under beam. This guarantees an extreme security of functioning and
safety. Robusta gates are extraordinarily solid due to their section and the
complete welded construction. Frame and bars form one piece. Robusta
gates integrate perfectly with all professional Betafence. Available in a
wide range of widths, heights and RAL colours.

Cantilever Sliding Gates

Alleygates
These gates have revolutionised security for town
dwellers who have access alleys beside their
homes. They are increasingly used as an effective method of crime prevention.

Raptor
This system of scaling barrier is often favoured for
up to date buildings using it’s aesthetic appeal in
areas of high visibility. It can be supplied in red,
green, blue, black and grey allowing a degree of
flexibility.

Bekamatic Motorised Gates

Access control areas can benefit from the motorised
gate because of their ability to adapt to the special
needs of the customer. The gates are examples
of advanced technology. Designed to the smallest
detail and meticulously finished for optimal security
of operation and longevity.

Fence Fixings
Ridgeway supply complete fencing systems
including all fixings required for each system.

Robusta Sliding Gates on Rails
The design, construction and finish of the is the
result of the practical experience of the professional
installers backed by the technological know how of
Betafence.

Accessories - clipping gun

Turnstiles
Barriers
Full access control
package available
with install options

Betafence
TurnTurn
stiles provide total
access control in
combination with
our range of
professional
fencing systems.

Clothing and Footwear

Bekasecure
The Bekasecure post is
designed for high security
applications for 358 systems up to 6M high.

Ridgefence has patented Powerjoint tube
connections making it the UK’s strongest pregalvanised panel. The extra rigidity gives
added security and a longer lifespan.

Road guard and Crowd Barriers. A heavy
duty range of high quality, low-level pedestrian barriers ideal for city centre demarcation,
shows and events.

Barricade Heavy Duty is the UK’s strongest
traditional hoarding panel, designed for multi
multiple re-use and long term or high security appli
applications

Accessories
A wide range of ancilliaries are available to
complete our temporary fencing systems,
making them ideal for almost any location or
ground conditions.

New Varimesh
with Special Curved
Safe Corners

